
Post-Modernism

1960s - Modernism lost "critical edge"
Lippard "escape attempts" from "visual muzak")

Clark "killing a cardboard replica of the father"

decline of medium specificity

hybridity

experienced through time

Greenberg "retreat from major to minor"

Watershed 1965-1975

Minimalism - critical of "painterly composing"

Stella - against "relational painting"

Judd, Morris - American
pragmatism vs European elitism

"Phenomenological turn" - embodied vs
disembodied eye

The "minimalist object"

physical object, not pictorial form

different process of production

different modes of reception

"expanded field"  (Krauss)

origins in Dada and Constructivism"reconstituting the object" - as art / of art

decline of modernist hegemony / capitalist stability

painting moved "off the wall"

Morris "de-differentiation"Morris 1967

Smithson 1970

Fried - opposition to "theatricality"

exclusivity, specificity > pluralism

Origins of "Postmodernism"

Lyotard - end of "grand narratives" of the Enlightenment

Jameson - "waning of affect" - all-encompassing capitalism

Foster - artist as "manipulator of signs"

"postmodernism of resistance and
postmodernism of reaction"

semiotics - symbol / icon / index

Characteristics

"Inside the Whale" - metaphor for accepting
experience without seeking to change it

Rejection of authenticity, originality

Consequences of commodification

Baudrillard "hyperreality of simulation"

Questions of identity - feminsm

lived experience vs media representation

problems of curating contemporary installations

Guggenheim, Saatchis etc"aestheticisation of socio-political problems"
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Conceptual Art

both "conceptual" and "abstract"
used as misleading catch-alls

"Uncertain objects"

lack of physically robust material

need for "linguistic specification"

does art need objects (Weiner)
"impossible to see the art for the forest"

"I do not mind objects but I do not care to make them"

unlike earlier art movements, no
discernable features in common

Kosuth - being an artist = questioning meaning of art

"all art after Duchamp is conceptual"

Goodman - autographic vs allographic works
painting = autographic

music, literature = allographic

Art-Language 1960s

no colour

no "personal touch"

no technical skill

what is the artwork - 
text, object or concept?

straining limits of art

LeWitt "what the work looks like isn't too important"

Critique of Modernism

Fried "gradual withdrawal from the task
of representing reality"

modern = good = modern

Greenberg "self-critical tendency of
modern painting"

aesthetic judgements "immediate and involuntary"

history of art = "sheer quality"

association with American military and
economic power

Late 1960s - impossible to maintain
without excluding most cultural activity

macroscopic - art/other forms

microscopic - boundaries of the frame

definition of modernism > postmodernism
Hegel "owl of Minerva"

1970s - concept of "quality" unusable
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Richter

Challenges to supremacy of painting -
Hegel, Duchamp, Constructivism

by 1960s, painting "simply one artform"

tension between content and depiction

Manet onwards - emphasis on
procedures, surface features

truth to reality vs truth to materials

Klee "art makes visible"

1960s challenges to painting

ubiquity of photography

breakdown of modernism

reproductive technologies

no longer has a "privileged place"

perfomance art

land art

installations

Conceptual Art

1980s return of painting

Germany - Neo-Expressionism

Baselitz 1973

1981 - RA "New Spirit" exhibition

Freud 1980

renewed subjectivity, common human experience

Buchloh - danger of "repository of styles
... pastiche", "insouciant eclecticism"

new freedom - plurality of methods

David Salle 1980

Richter "the daily practice of painting"

"painting is total idiocy"

through Fluxus, back to painting

"use painting as a means to photography"

grisaille

arbitrary cropping

out of focus

arbitrary choice of subjects > emphasis
on painterly concerns

different types of paintings

Grey series, colour charts

"unstable space between representation
and abstraction"

fully abstract works

Photopaintings and
Vergangenheitsbewaltigung

questions truth of photgraphic records

Polke -

kitsch in German culture

eroticised imagery

dots "cheat consumer of what is
promised" (Adorno)

"laborious application to canvas" vs
Warhol screen prints

Photography as readymade

as visual information

photograph "as a picture"

"transfiguration of the commonplace"

reflections on adequacy of both painting
and photographs

dialogue with Duchamp
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Photography

"unaesthetic documents"

Kosuth

means of recording ephemeral events

explicitly staged for the camera

multiple photos, complex narratives

"anxious objects" (Rosenberg)

Ruscha
lapsed Catholic / stations of the cross

"a non-statement with no style"

Wall "gaming with the anaesthetic"

Smithson - "work like a steel welder"
origins in Constructivism

amateur modes of presentation

1970s

increased politicisation

challenges to the gallery system

critique of documentary

false ideology of neutrality NO colour, cropping, posing etc

victimhood as voyeuristic
"point the camera downward"

Sekulka "find-a-bum" school

Rosler - retain the vernacular
but refuse its usual objects

1980s

Victor Burgin

Conceptual art still trapped by Modernism

rediscovery of revolutionary AG, Rodchenko

Brecht "foregrounding the device"

Constructed photographs

Hopper

Cindy Sherman "appropriation" but all self-portraits

construction of gender identities

Jeff Wall Manet - "painting of modern life"

c20th "capitalist ordering of life" 
moved from painting > film

1979

Laura Mulvey

"look" between characters

"look" of the viewer

"look" of the camera

male characters carry the narrative

Alan Sekula

1993

"sequential montage"

maritime labour as wage slavery

1973 industrial unemployment and domestic labour
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Performance / 
Installation / 
Video

Introduction

time bound aspects
attempts to produce "living art"

possibilties of new technologies

kinesis and mimesis

origins in ancient Greece

photography freed painters from mimesis

metaphor and metonymy

complicated patterns of reception

viewers engage in / observe changes

wide spectrum - representation > abstraction

involve reciprocity between art, artist and viewer

Performance

communication through artist's body

presentational and representational

artist as both subject and object

EXAMPLES

Situationist International

Fluxus

"happenings"

I/Eye

Robert Morris

Carolee Schneemann

art references - Bouguereau, Manet

mythology - Minoan snake goddess

merges picture/body/real space

frequently suppressed

links to feminism
Valie Export
broken glass

Installation

context of presentation and reception

rel'ship to architecture

permanent or temporary

site-specific or non-site specific

origins in Minimalism

separate from art-into-life, happenings

displays of "seemingly incompatible media"

1990s - increasingly large, complex

Fried - "theatricality", at war with Modernism

Feminism

Chicago

Bourgeois

frustration, powerlessness of women

Joseph Beuys

personal experiences of WWII

"Alternative Space"

Matta Clark

Christo and Jean-Claude

QV land art

Video

"time based electronic imaging"
"television turned against itself"

often linked to Performance and Installation

Fluxus - art, music. TV as sculpture

Bill Viola

Carravaggio - tenebroso

Pop videos

Surveillance society
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Dream Houses

Louise Bourgeois 1997

1930s surrealist

post WWII abstract sculptures

"my emotions are inappropriate to my size"

"temporal, embodied form of looking"

"invites the spectator to find stories"

The home - "intimate rel'ship
between space and time"

"intimate memories"

Benjamin "to live is to leave traces"

Cornelia Parker
alternative to "lump in the middle"

Books, including Proust

undermines masculine space, "erode monuments"

participatory, fluid approach = feminine

Mona Hatoum

home - prison - animal cages

Rachel Whiteread

Memorials - commemorate something lost, absent

old houses / "people of the book"/
inaccessible history

House, not home

Long planning, short life

Doris Salcdeo
Columbian civil war

chairs, doors - trace of living body

Chests and wardrobes - hidden inner life
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Globalisation

Primitivism, MOMA, 1984

Magiciens de la Terre, Pompidou Centre, 1989

Document exhibitions, Kassel

2002 Enwezor first non-western director

Braila video

term first used late 1980s - political,
economic, techological change (Giddens)

new phase in human history?

no real change - telegraph more
important than internet?

cultural imperialism / homogenisation

negitiation

language
dominance of English,
Spanish, Chinese

translation

Maharaj - "meaning is not portable"

para-tourist art

migration

technology - helps globalisation and anti-globalisation

Venice Biennale

issues of citizenship, statelessness

parody, subvert

Santiato Sierra

Said -

"West over the rest"

origins in Foucault - discourse

Bhabha - alterity, hybridity
post colonial states
"otherwise" than Europe

Gilroy - creolisation

Hardt and Negri 2000

post-colonialism > globalisation

"new forms of global power"

depersonalised, deterritorialised, amorphous

"Empire" has no outside > new forms of resistance

Artists and Globalisation

Wollen - three phases

"ethnographic plunder" - Picasso

attempts at hegemony - Rivera

para-tourist art - Magiciens de la Terre

World Maps
Boetti - dominance of Mercator

Fahlstrom - lost oceans

art of anti-globalisation

"carnivalesque" - popular culture

origins in Dada, IS

Mexico - Zapatista performances
Carlos Amorales - masked wrestlers
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